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Cybersecurity is no longer a choice.

You have an obligation to ensure that you have at least basic security protocols in place and
understand the importance of cybersecurity, or have somebody like ourselves at SecureYourIT
to give you expert advice and help in this area. For e.g You could be implicated in a breach of
someone’s data, you need to know what to do.

What is cyber security?
Cybersecurity is the practice of defending computers, servers, mobile devices, electronic
systems, networks, and data from malicious attacks. It's also known as information technology
security or electronic information security.
For example, can you or somebody in you home or organisation answer these basic questions
Who has access to your network?
What is on your network? E.g. PCs, Alexa, Google services, etc.
How is your network protected?
Is your data backed up? how do you know? have you tested it?
Do you have a disaster recovery plan?
Do you have an I.T policy?
If you arrive into work and all you I.T equipment is gone? whats the plan?
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Why should you get a cyber-review form
SecureyourIT?
SecureyourIT is a cybersecurity company. With over 25 years of experience supporting
enterprises with the creation of full solutions and secure business concepts, backup solutions,
disaster recovery, encryption, GDPR, and information technology policies. SecureyourIT's deep
threat intelligence and security expertise are continually evolving into new security solutions
and services to safeguard the business, websites, web servers, online applications, and I.T
infrastructure all over Ireland. The company's comprehensive security portfolio includes
outstanding endpoint protection as well as a variety of specialized security solutions and
services to battle complex and emerging digital threats. SecureyourIT’s solutions safeguard
over a 20 companies, and we work with a variety of clients to secure what matters most to
them.
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SecureyourIT strategies and services
Every business faces its unique set of challenges, ranging from rules and regulations to
extremely sophisticated data security threats. To stay up, regardless of the size of the company
and one-on-one counsel from a skilled cyber security engineer is usually necessary. On the
other hand, SecureyourIT offers a no-compromise solution that eliminates new hire
commitments while still delivering executive-level counsel. Get access to a level of service
usually reserved for larger companies. To assist you in meeting your operational objectives,
we'll work with management to align security policies and procedures with business goals.
Employ a large knowledge base while putting in place cyber security tactics that are tailored to
your company's model and budget. Enjoy on-demand and as-needed assistance from
knowledgeable advisors who can help you when you need it most. We specialize in executive
advisory services, vendor evaluation, policy and technical implementation, and policy and
technical implementation. We're also accessible on a one-time or continuing basis to help you
deal with the plethora of security issues that arise during the year.
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Why hire a SecureyourIT consultant?
1. Our consulting services are designed to help you achieve your security project goals.
2. We supply product specialists who will configure systems to reduce cyber dangers.
3. We allocate workers to focus on other objectives while we concentrate on risk management.
4. Throughout the year, we may provide on-demand, hourly, or project-based security
consultancy.
We examine operations objectively, comparing your environment to those of similar businesses
and scenarios. Our clients benefit from our unique vantage point's perspective in everything
from security program design to audit preparedness. We can help with vendor risk
management, business continuity planning, technical security controls, vulnerability
management, web application security, and GDPR, HIPAA, and PCI compliance issues by
combining business acumen with cyber security knowledge. We also provide penetration
testing and forensic investigations, with cyber security project managers on standby to plan,
choreograph, and execute significant projects while ensuring the best possible return on
investment. All of this is available to our clients on an as-needed, part-time, or full-time basis.
For customers for whom we supply security solutions, this decreases the risk of data breaches.

Strategy and Advisory Review
Every company eventually reaches a point when it needs a degree of understanding that it can't
get from its own employees. By supplementing your current skills with the correct
combination of business and cybersecurity advice, we help you better compete, innovate, and
grow. Define your business's direction and objectives while allocating resources wisely to help
it develop and flourish.
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Your not jut protecting yourself,you
protesting your clients
Our SecureyourIT services provide your business with significant monetary and non-monetary
benefits. A tighter security posture keeps secret, sensitive, and private information out of the
hands of unauthorised people or bots. Furthermore, good cyber security policies and practices
increase staff productivity by reducing computer system downtime and enhancing uptime. Not
only are you protecting your computers and hardware against viruses, but you're also
prolonging the life of your equipment and deferring the cost of replacement. You will be able
to acquire and keep new clients if you increase consumer confidence and do not gat a bad
reputation due to a hack.

Product speci c Expertise
Simple methods can only get you so far in getting your company to where it needs to be.
That's why we take a tailored approach, matching management with the best firewall, intrusion
prevention, SIEM, network access control (NAC) security consultants (CISCO ISE, ForeScout
CounterACT), antivirus security consultants, and vulnerability scanning experts. We are
familiar with the most popular security products. We know how to put them into action in a
variety of situations. Our hands-on professionals concentrate on security procedures and
standards that are particular to your company and business.
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Security program design
Collaborate with a group of experts that can provide senior management with advice and help
you create procedures that are compliant with the newest laws, industry standards, and
government regulations. PCI Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), GDPR, HIPAA, EI3PA,
GLBA FFIEC, NIST 800-53, and ISO 27002 are just a few of the regulations we assist clients
to comply with.

How we will help you!
After agreeing the process with you, we will remotely connect(or call to you location) to a
device on your network, be it a laptop or PC. We utilize Teamviewer, an enterprise business
class remote software that we hold a commercial license for and are trained to use safely and
securely.

We will do a risk assessment of you business I.T, providing a full report.
Please note; you are always in control. We are unable to access without your
agreement and permission. Teamviewer noti es you of a connection which you will
have to approve. Alongside that, you are also able to remove our access at anytime
during the session. This connection is also private and con dential, and covered under
GDPR. Non disclosure signing available.
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Sample Network

Information we can provide
Score your risk, you may be surprised some basic changes can seriously reduce risk.
A full report of your current set I.T up
Whether your password(s) match the recommended security levels.
Spot potential errors and problems.
Firewall setup and reviewal. This monitors and/or blocks connections in and out of your
network.
Professional advice and do the work if required.
In the unlikely event of an issue, you will understand how to limit your exposure and get
back on track.
.Train your staff to mention a few
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Cyber security is
not a choice.

Protect your home business or website, web server and web application & I.T
infrastructure against the increasing sophistication of hacker threats.

